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Researchers seeking to study the relationships between consumers' communications, attitudes,
and behaviors could benefit from monitoring consumers over time, across multiple locations
and channels, and in a way that reflects consumers' subjective perceptions. Diaries on
smartphones (mobile diaries) can be used as a research tool for such purposes. A mobile
diary is a self-report instrument whereby people use their mobile handset to repeatedly report
experiences of interest. Mobile diaries are increasingly used in psychology, geography, medi-
cine, and commercial marketing. Yet they have rarely been used for quantitative marketing re-
search, and were not benchmarked against best-practice metrics in marketing.
In this study, we aim to set the ground for using mobile diaries in quantitative marketing re-
search. We first lay out the theoretical infrastructure for the usage of mobile diaries, and de-
scribe possible respondent reporting concerns, including concerns related to non-reporting,
reporting over time, and concerns stemming from individual-level heterogeneity.
We demonstrate the potential of mobile diaries, as well as the importance of the various con-
cerns, using a benchmark test case in the context of primetime TV viewing. Our benchmark
uses a sample of respondents with both mobile diary viewing reports and Nielsen People
Meter (NPM) records. Our analysis reveals that averaging across all conditions, 47.4%–64.7%
of the NPM records are reported by the diary. The major sources for mismatch are random
time periods without alarms, short viewings, and periodic reporting inactivity (pulsing). Con-
cerns such as a decrease in reporting rates over time (e.g., fatigue), smartphone ownership,
and demographic variation across individuals have relatively small effects on reporting likeli-
hood. Analyzing the cases in which diary reports do not have a matching NPM record, we
find many of them can be attributed to out-of-home viewing and viewing on non-metered de-
vices. This finding demonstrates how mobile diaries can complement metered measurements.
Overall, aggregate diary-based ratings have a 0.90 correlation with NPM ratings.
We discuss implications for designing and using mobile diary studies in marketing.
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1. Introduction

Studying consumers' beliefs, attitudes, considerations and decisions is a challenging task. While forming beliefs and attitudes,
evaluating products and services, and making purchase decisions, consumers are exposed to numerous experiences and influences
(M.J. Lovett), peresren@huji.ac.il (R. Peres).
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that occur over time, across multiple locations and channels, and are processed from the consumers' subjective perspective. For
example, prior to purchase, consumers may conduct intensive research on choice alternatives over multiple channels (Verhoef,
Neslin, & Vroomen, 2007). The exact choice sets they face depend on the context and on the search process and are often not ob-
served (Ben Akiva and Boccara, 1995). After purchase, they may use the product in various locations, contexts, and ways (Lin &
Chang, 2012). The decision to stop using a product or service evolves during multiple service encounters, product-usage experi-
ences, and online and offline communications with peers (Kumar, Bhagwat, & Zhang, 2015; Nitzan & Libai, 2011). This complexity
of the influences and interactions is intensified as consumers face an ever-increasing range of communications, purchase opportu-
nities, and consumption outlets.

Studying consumers' behaviors and decisions often requires individual-level information of four types. First, information is needed
across themultiple locationswhere search and experience encounters occur. Second, information needs to covermultiple platforms—con-
sumers search and communicate online and offline, through face-to-face interactions and telephone conversations, as well as via social
media platforms. In addition, theymight search one platform (e.g., the offline store), but purchase in a different platform (e.g., the online
website). Third, onemightwant tomonitormultiple behaviors performed by the same individual, such as purchasing and communicating
with other people. Fourth, information is needed on the consumer's subjective assessment, namely, her interpretation or perception of
what she sees and experiences as well as her emotions and attitudes. All these types of information would ideally be monitored at the
individual level, over time, and as close to the occurrence of the experiences as possible. Current marketing research methods, although
including techniques such as web data mining (Netzer, Feldman, Goldenberg, & Fresko, 2012), location tracking (Shoval & Isaacson,
2007), emotion tracking (Vizard, 2016), web-browsing tracking (Bucklin & Sismeiro, 2009), and audience measurement tools (Napoli,
2012), still cannot provide the full range of data on these four types of individual-level information.

How can these information-needs be met today? The method of data collection we focus on in this study is diaries collected via
smartphones, which we refer to as mobile diaries. Diaries are tools used to collect repeated self-reports about experiences (Bolger,
Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003). Originally, diaries were kept using paper and pencil; however, the abundance and popularity of
smartphones (Nielsen, 2014), as well as their deep embeddedness in people's lives (Smith, 2015; Stadd, 2013), make them an es-
pecially useful platform for such diaries. Also, because the incidence of mobile phone ownership is so high, respondents might pre-
fer them to pen-and-paper diaries (Hensel, Fortenberry, Harezlak, & Craig, 2012).

In fact, mobile diaries are growing in popularity and are already widely used. Scholarly research is now using mobile diaries in
a variety of domains including psychology, geography, health, and medicine. For example, they are used in studies on physical ex-
ercise (Heinonen, Luoto, Lindfors, & Nygård, 2012), sexual encounters (Hensel et al., 2012), and alcohol consumption (Collins,
Kashdan, & Gollnisch, 2003), as well as in research on family dynamics (Rönkä, Malinen, Kinnunen, Tolvanen, & Lämsä, 2010),
mood (Matthews, Doherty, Sharry, & Fitzpatrick, 2008), and mental symptoms such as anxiety or stress (Proudfoot et al., 2010).
In psychology, diaries are an important measurement tool (called an experience sampling method [ESM]), particularly for research
emphasizing the subjective perception of human experience (see Hektner, Schmidt, & Csikszentmihalyi, 2007, for a comprehensive
review).1 All these studies use diaries, designed in the form of a short survey, which respondents fill out one or more times during
the day, or when an event of interest happens.

Scholarly marketing research has not widely adopted mobile diaries. Although practitioners are embracing mobile phones as a
research platform (ESOMAR, 2012), and some companies now specialize in mobile diary research (e.g., OnDevice Research), quan-
titative academic marketing research has not. Marketing research once commonly used traditional paper-and-pencil diaries to doc-
ument purchases (Wind & Lerner, 1979; Kahn, Kalwani, & Morrison, 1986; see Sudman & Ferber, 2011 for a review), and some
recent works still used them to study time usage (Nonis, Philhours, and Hudson, 2006), word-of-mouth communication (Lovett,
Peres, & Shachar, 2013), reactions to text messages (Patterson, 2005), responding to marketing activity (Heilman, Bowman, &
Wright, 2000), and brand loyalty (Knox and Walker, 2001). However, quantitative marketing scholars have since largely eschewed
diaries, replacing them with measurement systems less reliant on self-reports (e.g., NPM, browsing data, retailer transaction data,
and scanner data). Scholarly research in marketing using diaries is now mostly qualitative (Elliott & Jankel-Elliott, 2003; Hart,
Kerrigan, & Lehn, 2015; Patterson, 2005), using ethnographic, open-ended diaries.

We believe that due to their success as a research tool in other research domains and in marketing practice, and in light of the
information needs described above, mobile diaries could serve a meaningful role in quantitative marketing research. The goal of
this paper is to explore, theoretically and empirically, the potential and the challenges of using mobile diaries in a quantitative
marketing research context.

We first integrate insights from the literature on self-reports to lay out the theoretical foundations for defining mobile diaries
and identifying possible respondent reporting concerns. We identify three theoretical types of concerns. The first type relates to
single-event concerns, namely failing to report an event, including responses to alarms, self-initiation, and reporting correctly. Sec-
ond are time-related concerns, including decreases in the reporting rate over time (fatigue) and periodic reporting inactivity (puls-
ing). The third type of reporting concerns – heterogeneity-related concerns, comes from heterogeneity across individuals, including
demographic differences and smartphone ownership.

We then conduct an empirical benchmark of mobile diary data against a widely accepted industry standard in order to dem-
onstrate the potential of mobile diaries and explore the prevalence of various respondent reporting concerns. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first attempt to rigorously evaluate mobile diaries in comparison to a benchmark of data from a widely
accepted monitoring tool. Previous benchmark studies comparing diaries against non-self-report data, generally utilized pen-and-
1 Initially, ESM used pagers to remind respondents to complete paper-and-pencil questionnaires, but it is gradually moving to using mobile phones as the collection
device (e.g. Hofmann & Patel, 2015; Smith & Hofmann, 2016).
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paper diaries (e.g., Lee, Hu, & Toh, 2000; McKenzie, 1983). A small number of works benchmarked the performance of electronic
diary collection methods (e.g., personal digital assistants and beepers, but not diaries using mobile phones). Hoover (1983), for
example, compared respondents' reports on physical activity with readings from heart rate monitors. The results of these compar-
isons are equivocal about improvements in the accuracy of the electronic versus pen-and-paper diaries (Green, Rafaeli, Bolger,
Shrout, & Reis, 2006; Stone, Shiffman, Schwartz, Broderick, & Hufford, 2002). Unlike much of the literature, we evaluate the various
respondent reporting concerns both individually and jointly, to assess their relative importance on the match with the benchmark.
We use the insights from the benchmark to provide empirically based guidance for the design of mobile diary studies.

Our test case for evaluation is the setting of television audience measurement (ratings). The data we use come from a large-
scale mobile diary study that was collaboration between the Council for Research Excellence (CRE), a consortium of research pro-
fessionals from TV networks and research agencies, the Keller Fay Group, and Nielsen. The mobile diary study was fielded over a
six-week period during the opening of the fall television season of 2013. The sample contains 1702 U.S. TV viewers, ages 15–54,
who reported on viewing and communications related to primetime TV shows.2 Of the sample, 151 individuals were also a part of
the Nielsen Convergence Panel and have an NPM installed in their home.

We used this setting to compare individual-level viewing reports from the mobile-diary study with the NPM measurements
from the same individuals. We find that 90% of the periods without an NPM viewing also do not have a mobile diary report.
The remaining 10% of periods (i.e. periods without a metered viewing but with a mobile diary viewing) can be mostly attributed
to viewing from non-metered devices and to out-of-home viewings, behaviors that cannot be captured using the traditional NPM,
which is connected to a TV at home. Our findings indicate that most mobile diary entries represent actual viewing, and that mobile
diaries capture a meaningful quantity of these non-metered behaviors, suggesting mobile diaries can augment metered data.

We also examine what proportion of the periods with an NPM viewing record has a matching mobile diary entry. We find a
corresponding diary entry 47.7% of the time. Our analysis reveals lack of alarms, short activities, and periods of reporting inactivity
have the largest impact on the mismatch, and the impact of fatigue and individual heterogeneity is relatively small. Using simple
adjustments to the use of the mobile diaries (e.g., dropping inactive days and short activities), the percentage of periods with an
NPM viewing record and a corresponding mobile diary report increases to 77%. These two results combined suggest mobile diaries,
despite having some limitations (short activities, periods of non-reporting), can match well with, and even augment, metered data.

Beyond the evaluation of individual reports, we also compare the ratings published by the aggregate Nielsen NPM for our
shows with the ratings calculated based on the full mobile diary sample. We find a correlation of 0.90. This analysis reveals
data from mobile diaries can capture both cross-sectional aggregate metered patterns and time-series variation in these patterns.

The power of mobile diaries is in measuring emotions, attitudes, and behaviors that are hard to monitor. Here, we establish a
benchmark of TV viewing against a widely accepted standard, not in order to suggest that mobile diaries should replace the NPM,
but rather to help to assess the advantages and limitations of mobile diaries and evaluate convergent validity. Benchmarking al-
lows us to evaluate the level of correspondence as well as potential drivers of higher or lower correspondence. Through our anal-
yses, we are able to provide guidance on whether and how best to use mobile diaries. Our findings can facilitate informed
decisions about when mobile diaries are appropriate, and can, ultimately, lead to broader acceptance in quantitative research.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we define mobile diaries. Second, we discuss the factors that can harm
reporting. Third, we describe the test-case methodology and data. Fourth, we evaluate the match between mobile diaries and
the NPM data. Finally, we discuss these results and their implications for conducting mobile diary studies.

2. What are mobile diaries?

Diaries are defined as “self-report instruments used repeatedly to examine ongoing experiences” (Bolger, Davis, and Rafaeli,
2003 p. 580). In a diary study, respondents are asked to regularly report the behavior or experience of interest (e.g., report
what you eat, report every time you argue with your spouse), over the period of the study. There are many different forms of di-
aries (see Alaszewski, 2006, for a review). Some diaries are naturalistic/ethnographic—they are usually open-ended and resemble a
personal journal (Hart et al., 2015); other diaries are experimental/survey diaries, which are logs of activities and events of respon-
dents (see the diaries used by Hofmann & Patel, 2015, on power, morality, etc., and the examples from Stone, Shiffman, Atienza, &
Nebeling, 2007, on smoking habits, diet, alcohol consumption, fatigue, etc.). Such diaries are practically a recurring survey, in
which respondents answer the same questions repeatedly throughout the study period. They are widely used in health, psychol-
ogy, and medical studies, and also in marketing practice. Our study deals with this latter type of diaries.

Mobile diaries are diaries that use the mobile handset as the platform to complete entries. Usually, the diary comes in the form
of an app that respondents install on their mobile phones (or on mobile phones they receive for the study). Mobile handsets are
an especially useful platform for diaries, especially the experimental/survey diaries on which we focus. Most people have
smartphones (71% penetration rate in the United States according to Nielsen, 2014), carry their smartphones with them 22
hours a day (Stadd, 2013), embed them deeply in their lives (Smith, 2015), and might potentially be willing to use them to report
activities, emotions, and attitudes. Using the mobile device allows time-stamped self-reports and alerts on a user-friendly, familiar
interface that naturally collects data on any behavior, mood, and attitude in any location and channel. Further, smartphones also
2 The term primetime show is a technical industry term relating to shows that are originally aired duringprimetime hours (20:00–23:00 ET and PT, and 19:00–22:00
in CT andMT). A primetime showcan be viewed or re-aired at any time. For example, “The Big Bang Theory” is termed a primetime show evenwhen viewed or re-aired
in the morning, whereas “Ellen DeGeneres” is not a primetime show, even if viewed during primetime hours. In our analysis, we focus on primetime hours, to create a
well-defined time window for analysis, and because most viewing is concentrated there.
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allow enhanced diaries by capturing pictures and video, and by tracking location and other activities (e.g., movement, app usage).
Thus, we suggest mobile diaries, especially when combined with other quantitative data-collection tools, can help satisfy informa-
tion needs related to monitoring consumers over multiple locations and multiple platforms, tracking multiple behaviors, and cap-
turing their subjective assessment.

3. Respondent reporting concerns in mobile diaries

Every measurement method must address potential biases and errors. The literature has raised a number of concerns related to
reporting in diaries as well as other self-report measurements. In this section, we integrate insights from this literature into a sin-
gle framework to identify possible respondent reporting concerns in mobile diaries. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
first attempt to integrate possible respondent reporting concerns for mobile diaries into a single framework (see, e.g., Toh & Hu,
2009, for traditional diaries). We focus here on diary-related concerns, above and beyond the inherent measurement errors of
self-report surveys.

3.1. Single-event concerns

The core task in a mobile diary is reporting on a single event. The literature identifies three basic reporting failures that might
emerge from this task: non-reporting, wrong reporting, and false reporting.

3.1.1. Non-reporting
Respondents sometimes fail to report all instances that match the target behavior (Schwarz, 1990), and to not report events

that actually happened. Non-reporting can happen when the respondent does not remember to access the diary and complete
an entry or when the respondent remembers she should report but does not do so (Takarangi, Garry, & Loftus, 2006).

A respondent can fail to access the diary and place a report if a distracting stimulus came up (e.g., an incoming phone call, the
doorbell ringing). Studies on food intake, for example, show respondents under-report food items consumed while standing or
doing other things, or snack foods eaten between meals (Poppitt, Swann, Black, & Prentice, 1998). With mobile diaries, this con-
cern might be lower relative to pen-and-paper diaries, because people carry their smartphone with them and keep them nearby
(Stadd, 2013).

Alternatively, the respondent can remember the reporting task (e.g., if the diary is designed to prompt the respondents and
remind them to report), but still not place a report, although the event has happened. Such failure can happen if the respondent
failed to recall the event. As Kahneman (2011) suggests, when people are asked to recall information about their experiences, they
use fast-thinking mechanisms (system 1), and instead of systematically retrieving events, they perform sampling based on the
peak-end rule; that is, they give more weight to peak levels and to the most recent events (Redelmeier & Kahneman, 1996). Sur-
prisingly, this uneven weighting applies also when recalling short and focused episodes, such as a colonoscopy, and even when
reporting is done shortly after the event. Within this peak-end rule, peak events (e.g., events with higher intensity or importance)
have a stronger weighting than recent events (Miron-Shatz, Stone, & Kahneman, 2009).

A respondent can also intentionally avoid reporting. This avoidance can happen if the behavior is not socially or personally de-
sirable, such as eating sugars and carbohydrates (Macdiarmid & Blundell, 1998). The intimacy people feel toward their
smartphones (Smith, 2015) can help in reducing such errors. Another reason for intentional non-reporting is the respondent's
judgment that the event does not warrant a report. For example, in their paper on telephone usage, Toh and Hu (2009) found
that longer activities (i.e., long-distance phone calls) are reported more accurately than activities of shorter duration. A similar ob-
servation by Stopher, Fitzgerald, and Xu (2007) on transportation travel diaries (face-to-face ongoing interviews compared against
GPS measures) showed that short trips of less than 10min are less likely to be reported, as well as trips whose purpose is to pick
up and drop off a passenger. These findings are in line with the more general finding of Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz,
and Stone (2004), who showed the length of the event is a variable of importance, and respondents rarely report daily events
shorter than 15–20min (see also Reis and Gable, 2000, p. 199).

Mobile diaries face both type of non-reporting (i.e., forgetting to access the diary or remembering the task but not reporting),
because they can be designed to allow reporting in two modes: event contingent reporting, in which respondents can self-initiate
diary entries; or signal-contingent reporting, in which they are prompted to report. Although in an event-contingent design, a fail-
ure to report can be of both types, in the signal-contingent design, the second type (i.e. the event occurred, the respondent was
alarmed, and did not report) is more prevalent. Information on the rate of non-reporting in mobile diaries is available mainly from
signal-contingent mobile diary studies in psychology, and is estimated to be approximately 23% (Hofmann & Patel, 2015).

3.1.2. Wrong reporting
Some reporting problems happen when respondents do report but provide the wrong data. For example, Toh and Hu (2009)

show (for a pen-and-paper diary on phone usage over 12months) people often overestimate the frequency and duration of long-
distance phone calls. Stopher et al. (2007) show respondents overestimate the time they spend in traffic and the distance trav-
elled. For mobile diaries, Mattila, Lappalainen, Pärkkä, Salminen, and Korhonen (2010) report people tend to underestimate
their weight. Comparing these studies, the magnitude of wrong reporting seems to depend on the survey design and the amount
and complexity of requested details.
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3.1.3. False reporting
Respondents might report an event that did not happen (Stone, Shiffman, Schwartz, Broderick, & Hufford, 2003). For instance,

they could feel their level of reporting will not satisfy the researchers (Adams et al., 2005), or they could have false beliefs about
their experiences (Heaps & Nash, 2001). Evidence from mobile diaries is scarce. Generally, studies find that relative to pen-and-
paper diaries, respondents have fewer diary entries on mobile diaries, but the events that are reported are true (Matthews et
al., 2008; Meltzer, Kelley, & Hovell, 2008). However, much is still unknown. The few tests on false reporting in mobile diaries com-
pared results against pen-and-paper diaries (and not against an external benchmark) and only in a signal-contingent design, in
which respondents are prompted to place an entry. Theoretically, the behavior of false reporting in an event-contingent design
might be different from such behavior in a signal-contingent design, and the direction of the difference is not clear. On one
hand, participants might generate false reports to feel they better comply with the expectation to respond to the alarm. On the
other hand, in the absence of any alarms, participants might generate false reports to avoid long periods of inactivity.

3.2. Time-related concerns

Diaries, unlike one-time surveys, are carried out over time. The time dimension generates two additional respondent reporting
concerns: decreases in the reporting rate over time (fatigue), and periodic reporting inactivity (pulsing).

3.2.1. Decreases in the reporting rate over time (fatigue)
Diary tasks range between 24 h (Keller & Fay, 2012) and 12months (Toh & Hu, 2009), and respondents usually report on mul-

tiple activities during a typical day. This intensity can lead respondents to “tire of keeping their diary, and entries become more
sporadic or tail off completely” (Bartlett and Milligan, 2015, p. 77). Evidence is mixed. For example, McKenzie (1983) shows
how, during an 18-day pen-and-paper diary, reporting rates drop approximately 20% between the first and third weekend. On
the other hand, Lee, Hu, and Toh (2004) find that reporting levels remain high even for a yearlong study. Findings from mobile
diaries are mixed: Heinonen et al. (2012) reported minimal reporting fatigue on a 24-week physical exercise mobile diary,
whereas Heyer and Rose (2015) find reporting is higher in the first two weeks (on a 90-day headache diary). Most data on fatigue
in mobile diaries concern retention rates (% of participants who reached the last day with an adequate reporting level). Retention
rates are mostly over 90% both for diaries of five to seven days (Hofmann & Patel, 2015; Rönkä et al., 2010) and in longer diaries of
12 weeks (Hensel et al., 2012; Matilla et al., 2010).

3.2.2. Periodic reporting inactivity (pulsing)
Research using traditional diaries identifies a phenomenon of hoarding, or backfilling, in which respondents do not fill up their

diary for a certain period of time (e.g., a day, or a part of the day), but eventually go back to the diary and fill up multiple entries
to make up for the missing entries (Green et al., 2006). The frequency with which this behavior occurs is quite high. For example,
Stone et al. (2002) find that in a 21-day pen-and-paper diary on pain, 32% of the diaries contained no diary openings (as detected
by photo sensors activated when the diary binder was opened and closed), yet respondents reported on these days (see also
Gable, Reis, and Elliot, 2000; Stone et al., 2003).

Skipping reporting days might be due to several reasons. First, respondents might be busy with other incoming events of
higher priority, such as houseguests or a busy day at work. Second, when people move away from their routine or location
(e.g., go on vacation or go to jail; Hensel et al., 2012), they might stop filling the diary. A third possible reason is that a failure
to comply in the beginning of the day might lead to marking the day as a “failure.” Thus, not reporting the first events of the
day might result in a whole day or several days of no reporting.

In mobile diaries, software can block the option to backfill. Stone et al. (2003) show the backfilling problem has improved sig-
nificantly in the switch from pen-and-paper to electronic (not mobile) diaries. Similarly, Matthews et al. (2008; studying moods),
Rönkä et al. (2010; family dynamics), and Meltzer et al. (2008; asthma patients) found a high percentage of backfilling is elimi-
nated with mobile diaries, arguing this improvement is a strong motivation to use mobile diaries.

When backfilling is not possible, respondents who skip days of reporting might generate a “pulsing” pattern—days of non-
reporting followed by days of fairly regular reporting. Such a pattern, although expected in electronic diaries and mobile diaries,
has hardly been studied. In this paper, we will document, for the first time to our knowledge, pulsing in mobile diaries, and
will explore its prevalence and characteristics.

3.3. Heterogeneity-related concerns

Respondents vary in their compliance and accuracy in filling self-report surveys (see Wicklund, 1982, for a review) and tradi-
tional diaries (McKenzie, 1983). McKenzie (1983) finds the heaviest as well as the lightest phone users are less likely to complete
and return diaries compared with the average phone users. Toh and Hu (2009) show, in a similar study, that older, married
women are the most compliant and are the least likely to drop out of diary studies. In diaries on food intake, women tend to
under-report more than men, and overweight people tend to under-report more than people with normal body weight
(Macdiarmid & Blundell, 1998). Hensel et al. (2012) and Heyer and Rose (2015) did not find significant demographic differences
in compliance on mobile diaries, but most mobile diary studies do not address this point.

A special variable of interest in mobile diaries is the ownership of a smartphone. Because our core claim is that the potential of
mobile phones as a research tool comes from, among other sources, the intimacy users feel toward them, one would expect



Fig. 1. Sources of respondent reporting concerns in mobile diaries. *Because mobile diaries are a self-report tool, they are also subject to the inherent biases of self-
report measurements.
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differences in reporting between smartphone owners and people who do not own a smartphone and receive one for the study.
This question is highly relevant to mobile diary studies. In psychology, for example, most studies recruit only smartphone owners
(Hofmann & Patel, 2015), assuming the results can be generalized to the general population. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper will be a first attempt to empirically test this issue.

Fig. 1 illustrates the respondent reporting concerns discussed above. The basic concerns relate to the reporting of single
events—including non-reporting, wrong reporting, and false reporting. Looking at a series of single events, we have the
time-related issues—fatigue and pulsing. Differences across people in reporting might correlate with demographics,
smartphone ownership, and natural inclination to report. Note that above and beyond all these concerns, mobile diaries
are subject to the inherent biases of self-report measurements such as the “Hawthorne” measurement bias, in which people
change their behavior when they know they are being monitored (McCambridge, Witton, & Elbourne, 2014).
4. The test case of TV viewing

Our test case for evaluation is the setting of television audience measurement (ratings). This setting is especially appropriate for
mobile diary testing since the TV industry has a widely accepted metered monitoring tool—the Nielsen People Meter (NPM)—to
use as a benchmark. Also, pen-and-paper diaries have a long history of being used to measure TV ratings.3

The data come from a large-scale mobile diary study that was a collaboration between the Council for Research Excellence
(CRE), a consortium of research professionals from TV networks and research agencies, the Keller Fay Group, and Nielsen. Al-
though the study focused on the drivers of TV viewing, it had, in a rare opportunity for an academic study, a “research-on-
research” component, in which viewing data were collected from individuals who were using mobile diaries as well as the
NPM. We use these data to compare the diary and NPM and explore the reporting patterns of mobile diaries. Below, we describe
the two primary data sets: the mobile diary data and the individual-level NPM data.
4.1. Mobile diary data

The study period covers the beginning of the fall broadcast season running from September through November of 2013. The
diary asks about viewing and communications related to primetime TV. We focus on the viewing diary entries as a comparison
against the metered viewing data.

The respondents were a quota sample of 1702 respondents that, for all aggregate calculations, were weighted to be represen-
tative of the U.S. population ages 15–54. The quotas and weighting are described in Web Appendix A. The majority of participants
(1386, 81.4%) used their personal smartphones, but some participants did not own a smartphone (316, 18.6%). These participants
were provided with a smartphone for the duration of the study. We discuss in Web Appendix A how this group differs from the
main sample in terms of demographics, and later consider how it differs in terms of reporting.

The diary. The mobile diary was available as a downloadable app for iOS (58.7%) or Android (41.3%) devices,4 and was pro-
grammed and administered by Nielsen. Each diary entry began via a “home screen” similar to the one depicted in the left
panel of Fig. 2 and at the top of Fig. 3. If they were indicating they watched or communicated about a primetime TV show in
the past hour, respondents selected the show from a dynamic “look-up” list. This list included 2755 shows, and was designed
to include the most-viewed shows on national TV, as well as new shows for the season. If the show was not on the list, the re-
spondent had the option to type it in manually. These manual entries were then recoded into the complete show listing.
3 Even with the NPM, the current audience measurement system relies on more than 2 million paper diaries collected per year during “sweeps”weeks to measure
local market viewing (Nielsen, 2015).

4 Quotas were not set based on the operating system. We did not find significant differences in demographic, viewing, or reporting patterns between these two
groups.



Fig. 2. Illustrations of mobile diary application questions. *At the end of the diary entry, the respondents were requested to repeat the questionnaire if they were
watching or communicating about more than one show.
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After providing the show, respondents completed a series of questions related to that experience. The relevant questions for a
viewing entry (option 2 in the home question) are presented in schematic form in Fig. 3. When respondents completed an entry,
they were prompted to complete another, if they had watched or communicated about multiple programs in the past hour.
Fig. 3. An abbreviated schematic flow of the mobile diary viewing-related questions.
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Alarms and reporting schedule. New entries to the diary were initiated following scheduled alarms (signal-contingent design)
and self-initiated reports (event-contingent design) (see Reis, Gable, & Maniaci, 2014). The signal-contingent component included
three daily alarms during primetime (20:00–23:00 ET).5 The time of the first primetime alarm was randomly set to 20:30 or 21:00
(ET), and the following two alarms were in intervals of 1 hour. In addition, respondents were prompted randomly twice during
non-primetime hours—one alarm at a random time between 8:00 and 13:30, and one at a random time between 14:30 and
19:30. Alarms were random both within and between participants. If a participant did not respond to an alarm, no reminders
were sent, and he/she was prompted as scheduled for the next alarm. The respondents were given the option to indicate
“going to sleep,” which stopped alarms until the next random alarm after 8:00 the next day. The randomization of alarms created
experimental variation that we use in the analysis below to estimate the effect of alarms on reporting.

The app also allowed so-called event-contingent entries; that is, diarists were instructed to self-initiate responses in the app at
any time they were viewing (or communicating about) TV but were not prompted. They were provided with examples instructing
them to report each show they viewed or communicated about, and encouraging them to self-initiate reports. A self-initiated re-
port did not cancel the subsequent alarm, so alarm timing was independent of the self-initiated reports. In total, participants
responded to 46% of the alarms. This number may appear low compared to 77% found in mobile diary studies in psychology
(Hofmann & Patel, 2015), and 70% in medicine (Heinonen et al., 2012), but not responding to an alarm is likely to be viewed
as equivalent to reporting they didn't have any relevant activities. In addition, 33.7% of all reports were self-initiated. This finding
suggests the combination of both signal- and event-contingent designs may be important to capturing behavior; however, existing
mobile diary studies only rarely use the combination. For example, many of the ESM-related studies use only signal-contingent
designs (Hektner et al., 2007).

Study duration and incentives. Diarists received a monetary incentive of $50, which required a minimum of 14 days of partici-
pation during the first three weeks of their diary period. The field team considered this target to be aggressive. After three weeks,
the respondents were informed they had completed the study for payment, but they could continue to participate with no pay-
ment for up to three additional weeks. If participants did not remove the app from their smartphones, alarms would continue
and they could continue to complete diary entries. Compared to the typical diaries (e.g., one week for the Nielsen local-sweep-
weeks diary; see also Christensen, Barrett, Bliss-Moreau, Lebo, & Kaschub, 2003), this study duration is relatively long.

Summary statistics. We obtained 173,035 diary reports. We define a viewing as any report in which option 1 was selected in Q1
(see Fig. 3 above). Aggregating to the respondent-reporting day, we have 42,380 days in which respondents completed at least one
report (which we call respondent-reporting days). In line with the literature on mobile diaries from medical research (Hensel et
al., 2012), respondents demonstrated high reporting activity, with 1559 (92%) panelists completing at least 21 days in the diary.
Hence, attrition was not a major concern here (Toh & Hu, 2009).

Table 1 provides summary statistics on reporting activity. The average lifetime (number of days from first report to last report)
of a respondent is 27.7 days, on which he/she reported viewing on 71% of the days (17.8 days) on average. The average number of
viewing reports per respondent-reporting day is 1.7.

4.2. Individual-level NPM data for benchmarking

We have chosen the NPM as the benchmark for the mobile diary measures. The NPM is a device installed in a representative
sample of U.S. households (over 22,000 households). Respondents use a remote control to indicate who in the household is view-
ing, and the device—attached to all TV sets in the household—automatically monitors the channel and viewing time. These data are
then matched against the program schedule of the networks to determine what show was viewed in a resolution of 1min. The
NPM was introduced in 1987, and Nielsen gradually shifted its national panel (and some of the local panels) from using pen-
and-paper diaries to the NPM. As with any measurement tool, the NPM has built-in disadvantages, such as not capturing viewing
on devices other than TV, or out-of-home viewing. Although its ability to faithfully monitor program viewing in the age of multiple
devices and multiple content-consumption methods has been criticized (e.g., Carter and Steel, 2014), it is still considered the most
accurate method of TV audience measurement and the basis for assigning prices to most TV advertisements. Therefore, we use it
as the benchmark for this study.

Out of our complete sample, the NPM monitored in parallel a subsample of 151 mobile diary respondents. These respondents
were part of the Nielsen Convergence Panel, which is drawn from those panelists exiting the Nielsen NPM panel, the panel that is
metered to provide the Nielsen ratings. When they are forced to exit the NPM panel after two years, some panelists are recruited
to become members of the Convergence Panel. They continue to be monitored following the standard procedure for the National
NPM panel members. However, their data are no longer included in the ratings calculations, and instead are used for testing pur-
poses. Hence, the Convergence Panel households are experienced with the NPM procedure and are considered by Nielsen to be
highly cooperative (Nielsen, 2015). In a rare opportunity for academic studies, we were able to obtain access to this panel for
our study.

For this group, we have both the diary reports and the NPM data for the same period as the diary study. We term this group
the “metered-diary” group. Over the survey period, the metered-diary group generated 3927 mobile diary viewing reports, and
over 420,000 NPM records for 28,000 airings. Analyzing these data involved matching the NPM records to the diary entries.
First, we matched the program and channel name of the NPM to the viewer-familiar name used in the mobile diary. This step
5 Most shows are broadcast in dual feed mode, where a 20:00 show is broadcast at 20:00 in both Eastern and Pacific time zones, but 19:00 in Central andMountain.
Therefore, primetime starts at 20:00 ET and PT, and 19:00 CT and MT.



Table 1
Reporting statistics (42,380 respondent-reporting days).

Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

Number of days in the diary (per respondent) (date of last report - date of first report) 27.7 8.3 14 46
Number of viewing reports (per respondent) 42.2 34.3 0 466
Number of days with at least 1 viewing report (per respondent) 17.8 8.7 0 42
Number of daily viewing reports (per respondent-reporting day) 1.7 1.8 0 57
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involved a large number of local and affiliated channels (6404 NPM station codes, which were matched to 115 channels in the
diary) and program names (6417 program names mapped to 2705 programs on the diary show list) and involved automated
and manual matching. Second, for each NPM viewing record, we searched whether the corresponding respondent reported view-
ing in the relevant time window. Because we asked respondents to report on their viewing in the past hour, we searched for a
matching report in the time window of 1.5 hours after the NPM record, and 15 min before (because sometimes respondents
self-initiate a report just before sitting to watch the show). Web Appendix A describes how this sample differs from the main sam-
ple, both demographically and with respect to reporting statistics. Except where noted, we focus our analysis on primetime view-
ing hours during the first three diary weeks, when participants were incentivized (i.e., the study focus).

5. Results

In this section, we present our findings in three parts. First, we explore the overall matching results between the mobile diary
reports and the NPM records. Second, we evaluate the relative importance of the respondent reporting concerns. We conclude
with a discussion of the results.

5.1. Matching the mobile diary data to the NPM

We focus on the primetime period and split it into half-hour segments (20:00–20:30, 20:30–21:00, etc., up to 22:30–23:00 ET).
We categorize each half hour with NPM records indicating at least 1 min of viewing as a half hour with NPM viewing, and other-
wise as a half hour without NPM viewing. We use a similar process for the mobile diary entries, except the diary does not directly
Fig. 4. Contingency matrix and matching measures of the mobile diary reports relative to the NPM records (numbers in parentheses are for active diary days, with
C1 and C2 considered as cell A).
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include viewing length. For entries with a matching NPM record, we use the corresponding NPM viewing length; otherwise, we
conservatively assume the viewing starts in the half hour prior to the diary entry and lasts for the length of the telecast.

We present the matching measures building on a 2 × 2 contingency matrix as presented in Fig. 4. The numbers in the four cells
of the matrix (from the top left clockwise) are the viewing match (A), non-viewing mismatch (B), viewing mismatch (C), and
non-viewing match (D). Below, we define a further division of the viewing mismatches (cell C) into cells C1 and C2. We argue
these cells reflect real viewings that were not captured by the NPM, but captured by the mobile diary. The numbers in the paren-
theses are the respective counts, treating cells C1 and C2 as cell A and only counting cases for the “active” diary days (i.e., a day
when the respondent had at least one diary report). We explain the rationale for these multiple counts below.

Based on both sets of counts in Fig. 4, we use two measures of the match to NPM:
% Viewing Match: the percentage of viewing match cases (A) out of the sum of viewing match and non-viewing mismatch (A

+ B). This number reflects the rate at which the NPM viewings are reported in the mobile diary.
% Non-Viewing Match: The percentage of non-viewing match (D) out of the sum of non-viewing match and viewing mismatch

(C+D). This number reflects the rate at which the mobile diary does not generate reports that are not recoded by the NPM.6 We
will show below how some of these reports are not false positives (C1+ C2), but can be attributed to actual viewings the NPM did
not capture (i.e., that should be in cell A).

As depicted in Fig. 4, % Non-Viewing Match is 90%, meaning most of the cases in which the NPM indicates no viewing also have
no mobile diary reports. Even this high rate of matching, however, can demonstrate the potential of mobile diaries to augment
metered data. In particular, some of the reports in cell C might be valid viewings the NPM did not capture. Such NPM errors
can arise from at least three causes: (a) errors in entering the person ID when watching (Danaher & Beed, 1993; Sharot, 1991),
(b) viewing in unmetered ways, including on laptops, tablets, smartphones, and on TV via Hulu and other network or streaming
apps, or (c) viewing out of the home. Of the total reports in C, 14.4% (135 cases) are either not viewed on TV or not viewed on TV
in a way the NPM registers (cell C1). In either case, this viewing is not necessarily “incorrect,” and though we have no other data
to further validate this viewing, on the surface, it seems very likely to be valid. Another 54.7% of the half hours in cell C (512 cases)
had respondents who reported viewing from a metered TV, with no matching NPM record. When we compared the diary pro-
grams against the Tribune listing of telecasts, however, we found a show was broadcasted at that time in the reported channel
(cell C2). Interestingly, cell C2 viewings showed a strong match with out-of-home viewing that could not be captured by the
NPM- we find that compared to the matching cases, these cases are significantly higher for daytime programming (15% percentage
points higher, t-stat= 11.7, 11% base rate), Sports programming (12% percentage points, t-stat 11.2, 7% base rate), and weekend
viewing (10% percentage points higher, t-value 6.35, 21% base rate) (see also Nielsen, 2009). Therefore, the viewing reports of Cell
C2 seem likely to be valid viewings that were not captured by the NPM.

The % Viewing Match (which reflects the cases in which both the NPM and the diary report viewing) is 47.4%, which means
that, on average, respondents don't report over one half of all actual viewings. Although this % Viewing Match could be perceived
as low, in the next section we will see how most of these missing entries can be related to non-reporting due to lack of alarms,
short viewings and periodic reporting inactivity (pulsing). When considering active diary days only, and C1 and C2 as true view-
ings (in parentheses), the % Viewing Match increases to 64.7%. When considering only longer viewings that last more than 20min,
the % Viewing Match increases to 77% (see details when discussing time-related concerns).7

To see how these results relate to ratings, we aggregated the full sample of individual-level mobile diary data and compared
these summaries to Nielsen's aggregate TV ratings. The simple correlation between these data and the NPM ratings is 0.90 and
remains high even when accounting for program fixed effects and date effects (see Web Appendix B for details).

It is also of interest to look at the other direction of the match for diary reports, namely anchor on the diary and count how
many of the mobile diary viewing reports (cells A+ C) have a matching NPM record (cell A). We find 76.7% of all mobile diary
viewing reports (cells A+ C) have a matching NPM record (cell A), 3.4% of diary viewing reports are self-reported as non-metered
viewing, including app viewing or non-TV viewing (cell C1), and another 12.6% are viewings that match a Tribune airing for the
same time and have out-of-home characteristics (cell C2). Only 7.3% of the mobile diary cases appear to be due to false entries,
such that over 90% of the half hours with diary reports appear to have corresponding viewing.

To summarize, we see that most half hours with mobile diary reports of viewing appear to correspond to NPM viewings, and
most cases with the NPM indicating no viewing also have no viewing from the mobile diary. Further, the aggregate measures from
mobile diaries correlate highly with the metered-based rating. Thus, errors of inclusion in mobile diaries are rare. The main weak-
ness of mobile diaries is non-reporting. As we will see below, the percentage of non-reported cases relate to short viewings, pe-
riodic reporting inactivity, and times without alarms. In addition, mobile diaries can be useful to capture behaviors metered
measurements cannot.
6 In ROC terminology (Fawcett, 2006; Powers, 2011), the Recall is 47.4%, False Positive Rate is 10%, False Omission Rate is 28.4%, and Precision is 76.4%. These numbers
correspond toA/(A+ B) for Recall, C/(C+D) for False Positive Rate, B/(B +D) for FalseOmission Rate, andA/(A+ C) for Precision.We chose to use the simpler terms %
Viewing Match and % Non-viewing Match to indicate that the NPM, although used as our benchmark, does not represent an “objective” absolute measure of viewing.

7 The table discusses single-event concerns of non-reporting and false-reporting. We also evaluated the level of wrong reporting by counting the number of diary
entries that had an NPM record in that hour with the same name but not the same channel as reported. The wrong-reporting percentage is 2.3%. This percentage is
low, especially given the large number of the shows. This low percentage might be due to the dropdown menu, which provides the list of most shows and channels.



Table 2
Regressions evaluating influences on match with the NPM.

(1) (2) (3)

noSmartPhone 0.042⁎⁎⁎ (0.011) 0.057⁎⁎⁎(0.014) 0.089⁎⁎(0.042)
Half-hour2 0.034⁎⁎(0.016) 0.044⁎⁎ (0.02)
Half-hour3 0.042⁎⁎⁎(0.016) 0.049⁎⁎ (0.019)
Half-hour4 0.032⁎⁎(0.016) 0.038⁎⁎ (0.019)
Half-hour5 0.003 (0.016) −0.003 (0.019)
Half-hour6 −0.063⁎⁎⁎ (0.016) −0.084⁎⁎⁎ (0.02)
Alarm 0.120⁎⁎⁎ (0.032)
Week Increment 2 0.020⁎ (0.012) 0.026⁎ (0.015) −0.002 (0.042)
Week Increment 3 0.010 (0.013) 0.014 (0.016) 0.042 (0.044)
Week Increment 4 −0.058⁎⁎⁎ (0.016) −0.072⁎⁎⁎ (0.02) −0.082 (0.058)
Week Increment 5 0.018 (0.023) 0.026 (0.028) −0.011 (0.079)
Week Increment 6 −0.015 (0.03) −0.012 (0.037) −0.134 (0.101)
Log(Minutes) 0.086⁎⁎⁎ (0.004) 0.114⁎⁎⁎ (0.005) 0.113⁎⁎⁎ (0.013)
Active day 0.601⁎⁎⁎ (0.011)
Constant −0.352⁎⁎⁎ (0.021) 0.122⁎⁎⁎ (0.025) 0.102 (0.063)
Observations 8650 6952 826
R2 0.307 0.096 0.117

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.
⁎ p b .10.
⁎⁎ p b .05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b .01.
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5.2. Exploring sources of viewing mismatch

We explore below the relative contribution of the respondent reporting concerns to the viewing match. We use linear regres-
sion to estimate the relative effects of all of the concerns described above, on the likelihood of reporting a metered viewing in a
half-hour window.8 We operationalize the respondent reporting concerns with the following variables:

6. Single-event concerns

Signal-contingent vs. event-contingent reports – As described above, mobile diaries can be designed to cope with non-reporting
by operating both in event-contingent mode, in which respondents can self-initiate diary entries, or signal-contingent reporting, in
which they are prompted to report. In our diary study, alarms are randomized, so we use the randomization of the alarm timing to
provide experimental variation in the alarm “treatment” versus No-alarm “control” conditions.9 We regard all the reports in an
alarmed half hour as a response to the alarm, and all the reports in a non-alarmed half hour as self-initiated. The presence of
an alarm is described in the binary variable Alarm.

Length of viewing – The literature suggests people are less likely to report shorter activities. This non-reporting happens in
many cases because respondents do not think such short activities warrant a report. The variable, logMinutes,10 is the log (base
2) of the length of viewing according to the NPM.

7. Time-related concerns

Decrease in reporting over time (fatigue) – We operationalize time as the tenure of the respondent in the diary study. To allow
the function to be flexible, we use dummy variables for each week of tenure (WeekIncrement1, WeekIncrement2, etc.).

Periodic reporting inactivity (pulsing) – As explained above, this concern relates to respondents simply stop filling the diary for
an entire day. To capture this potential, we denote the days with at least one report of the respondent by ActiveDay.

8. Heterogeneity-related concerns

Smartphone ownership – Smartphone ownership is an individual characteristic identified by the literature as relevant for mobile
diary studies. We represent it with the binary variable noSmartphone to indicate individuals who did not own a smartphone prior
to enrollment.

We also include, as control variables, dummies for the half-hour periods in the three-hour window of primetime broadcasting
as described in section 4.1 (Half-hour1 to Half-hour6). Table 2 presents the results.
8 We note the relationships retain their relative magnitudes and significance in a binary logit formulation as well. We report the linear regressions for ease of
explication.

9 Because the alarm periods were randomized and not separately identified in the data, we can only identify which half hour the person was alarmed according to
later diary reports that were alarmed. Therefore, the analysis could be conducted only for active days.
10 We use a log formulation to be consistent with Fig. 6, and we found quadratic functions of minutes viewed provided similar but harder-to-interpret results.



Table 3
Match with NPM for alarmed vs. non alarmed time periods.

Alarmed Non-alarmed Difference (p-value)

% Viewing Match 73.7% 57.6% 16.1% (b.001)
% Non-viewing Match 90.2% 99.0% 8.8% (b.001)

Note: Sample is the half hours that can be identified as alarmed (n= 654) or not (n= 598), where the difference in size arises from greater technical difficulties in
identifying late versus early alarmed cases. Statistical test is a chi-squared proportion test with continuity correction.
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Column 1 contains the regression on the primetime metered-diary group data. As a robustness test, in column 2, we run the
same regression analysis, but include only active days. In column 3, we consider the alarm effect. Because alarms are not directly
identified in the data, and our method for identifying the alarms relies on observed later responses, only the first half-hour can be
included in this analysis and the included cases must be active days.

Table 2 generates several insights. First, pulsing is a significant concern. Note the coefficient does not directly capture the size of
the pulsing problem; instead, it measures the average matching percentage on active days. Using the counts from Fig. 4, however,
we can calculate the decrease in % Viewing Match by including inactive days.11 The result is 12.9 percentage points, which is the
average decrease in match due to pulsing. Thus, pulsing represents a significant and large detriment to how well reports capture
behavior.

Second, respondents report more when viewings are long; based on the coefficient on log(Minutes) (0.086), as the viewing
length increases from 6 to 24 min, reporting (expressed in % Viewing Match) increases by 17 percentage points. Reporting of
short activities is much lower than longer activities. Third, alarms increase reporting by 12 percentage points. That is, designing
the mobile diary to include a signal-contingent mode (i.e., alarms) has a positive impact on the likelihood of reporting. Fourth,
the level of fatigue is less important; reporting is stable in the first three weeks and when incentives are no longer in place
(diary weeks 4–6). The only statistical drop in reporting occurs when incentives end (between week 3 and 4) and is modest in
size, (6–7 percentage points). Finally, non-smartphone owners have a significantly higher match that is moderate in size (4–9 per-
centage points). We also note the half-hour controls as a group are significant, with the first half hour and the last two half hours
having lower match with the NPM than the middle ones.

In the next section, we delve deeper into the three factors we found to have the largest influence on the level of match with
the NPM: alarms, length of viewing, and pulsing. A more detailed analysis on the other factors can be found in Web Appendix C.

8.1.1. Alarms: Event-contingent vs. signal-contingent reports
As discussed above, alarms could remind the respondent to report an event, but they could also potentially generate false en-

tries (Adams et al., 2005). Table 2 shows the average effect of alarms (vs. non-alarms) is a 12-percentage-point increase. However,
alarms may also increase false entry rates in order to give the appearance of compliance. Because we can't include the full control
set when evaluating the non-viewing match, we now compare the % Viewing Match versus % Non-Viewing Match using a univar-
iate analysis. We focus on the relative size of the change for the viewing and non-viewing cases. Table 3 tabulates these measures
for alarmed and non-alarmed conditions.

We find a statistically significant increase in % Viewing Match (16.1 percentage points) and a significant decrease in the % Non-
viewing Match (8.8 percentage points). These results suggest a trade-off between the percent reporting and the likelihood of false
reporting: alarms increase the probability that respondents will report, yet they generate reports that do not have a matching NPM
record. As we showed above, some of these reports might relate to real viewings the NPM failed to capture; however, some of
them can be false reporting. Because the increase in % Viewing Match is twice the decrease in % Non-viewing Match, we can
say that at the frequency of alarms in this study, the gain in match level is higher than the possible loss from false entries.
8.1.2. Length of viewing
Consistent with prior research (Deng & Mela, 2014), the NPM data contain many short viewings: 27% of the viewings are 3 min

or less in length, and 43% are less than one fourth of the telecast length. Fig. 5 presents the % Viewing Match12 by minutes of view-
ing within the half hour. The expected positive relationship is evident in the LOWESS-smoothed curve (solid line). Half hours with
less than 4min of viewing have below a 30% viewing match. The % Viewing Match increases rapidly until 10 min of viewing, when
it slows as it reaches a 60% viewing match. The highest point estimate of % Viewing Match (77%) is for half hours with 24 min of
viewing. This pattern is in line with the 20min reported by Kahneman et al. (2004) and suggests activity length is an important
determinant of the propensity to report.13
11 The calculation is 3035/(3035+ 1998)− 3035/(3035+ 3363)= 60.3%− 47.4%. This calculation doesn't treat C1 and C2 as cell A. The percentage is 12.4% if C1 and
C2 are treated as cell A.
12 Because non-viewings naturally have no viewing length, we can only examine viewing length for the % Viewing Match.
13 Recall, the questionnaire asked respondents to report the show “they were primarily viewing.” This question could potentially lead the respondent to report short
viewings less frequently.



Fig. 5. % Viewing Match vs. Minutes of viewing in half-hour (with LOWESS-smoothed line).
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8.1.3. Periodic reporting inactivity (pulsing)
Traditional diary research reports “pulsing,” that is, skipping reporting days, while consistently reporting on other dates. Fig. 6

presents three particularly strong examples of panelists who pulse. The figure contains, for the first 21 days of each respondent's
diary, the number of daily primetime diary viewing reports (boxes) along with the minutes of primetime viewing according to the
NPM (vertical lines; longer means more minutes). As the figure indicates, these respondents report in pulses; on most days, their
reports correspond with NPM viewing, but for some days, they do not report at all, even though the NPM indicates they watched
TV. Periods of inactivity lead the diary reports to cluster together more than actual viewing.

To measure pulsing and compare between individuals and datasets, we modify the “clumpiness” (entropy) measure of Zhang,
Bradlow, and Small (2013). We normalize the entropy measure by dividing it by the logarithm of the number of viewings. The
normalized clumpiness for the diary and NPM data is 10.9 and 6.6, respectively, and the difference is significant (t = 3.87 and
p-value b .001). Hence, metered viewings are spread more uniformly than diary reporting.

How problematic is pulsing for capturing activities? We find that 28% of primetime metered viewing minutes are on days with-
out a diary viewing entry during primetime. The average length of NPM primetime viewing on pulsed-off days (i.e., the days in
which a respondent does not report) is 5.7 min, which is much lower than the 22min of NPM viewing on pulsed-on days (i.e.,
the days in which a respondent does report). Further, only 15.6% of the pulsed-off days have an NPM primetime viewing record
of at least 15min, whereas 56.6% of the pulsed-on days do. Hence, respondents actively reported during days when most NPM
viewing occurred. This finding might imply that although the NPM monitors whenever the TV is on under the respondent's
login, respondents might not consider these records “real viewings” (e.g., if they were not actually watching the show), and
will not report on them. Note that compared to the “hoarding” in pen-and paper diaries (i.e., skipping entries and making up
for them later by filling up multiple entries), pulsing may also be preferred because it is less likely to contain false reports or re-
ports from poor memory.
Fig. 6. The number of daily viewing reports (boxes) and the amount of measured daily viewing time during primetime (vertical line) for three respondents.
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8.2. Discussing the empirical findings

Our test case used the setting of TV audience measurement to match mobile diaries against the NPM, a well-accepted industry
benchmark. We examined a 21-day mobile diary study covering TV viewing on a representative sample of 1702 respondents, 151
of whom were also monitored using the NPM. One of our main observations is that despite the high demands on respondents,
compliance was high throughout both the incentivized first three weeks (92% completed the full 21 days of reporting) and the
following voluntary three weeks. This finding implies mobile diaries, even ones requiring intensive reporting, can be used with
a high level of compliance; for comparison, the length of pen-and-paper diaries used by Nielsen is one week (Nielsen, 2015).

When matching the diary reports against the NPM records, we find self-reports show a correlation of 0.9 to the overall rating of
the shows (Web Appendix B), which means that on the aggregate level, rating calculations according to the diaries are consistent
with the NPM ratings. When compared on a record-by-record basis, the % Non-Viewing Match is 90%; that is, 90% of the time the
diary reported non-viewing, the NPM also report non viewing, implying that mostly respondents do not submit fake reports. These
numbers also indicate the potential of mobile diaries to address some limitations of the metered measurements. When comparing
the diary reports to the Tribune show listing, we see the diary enables the capture of viewings that are not captured through the
NPM, that is, viewings on laptops, mobile devices, tablets, and so on. Estimates suggest an increasing percentage of viewing takes
place on devices other than TV (Ericsson, 2013). Diaries can also capture out-of-home viewings; our analysis shows the viewing
patterns of these viewings match findings from the literature on the characteristics of out-of-home viewings.

Examining how many NPM viewing periods have a matching NPM record, we find the % Viewing Match to be 47.4%; in other
words, less than half of the NPM records have a matching diary report. When we review the respondent reporting concerns and
evaluate their relative impact on the level of match, we find the strongest influencers are alarms, viewing length, and periodic
reporting inactivity (pulsing). The first two relate to the single-event concern of no reporting, and the latter is a time-related con-
cern. When removing the inactive days, the % Viewing Match increases to 64.7%, and when considering long viewings (20min and
more), reporting increases to 77%. Using alarms can increase the % Viewing Match up to 73.7%, averaged over all viewing lengths.
We found fatigue, smartphone ownership, and demographic individual differences have a low impact (see Web Appendix C).

As mentioned above, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to rigorously evaluate mobile diaries in comparison to
a widely-accepted benchmark. Our results indicate mobile diaries show a promising potential as a research tool. Respondents are
compliant, provide reliable reports, and can capture behavior over multiple devices and locations. Also, mobile diaries enable re-
searchers to ask respondents additional questions (e.g., who is watching with you?), above and beyond what the metered mea-
surements provide. We do not claim mobile diaries should replace the NPM; however, this test case provides a perspective on
their performance, as well as on their potential to augment automated measurements.

How problematic is the under-reporting of shorter activities? In line with the 20min reported by Kahneman et al. (2004), we
find shorter viewings are under-reported. Although less concerning for audience measurement, because shorter viewings naturally
have less impact on the respondents (who might not consider them “real viewings” and therefore do not report them), for some
activities, such as word-of-mouth conversations, the length of the activity might be unrelated to its influence and importance. Par-
ticularly for studies focused on short activities, pretesting the reporting patterns can be important.

What can be done about pulsing? As explained in the respondent reporting concerns section, pen-and-paper diaries suffer from
the problem of backfilling. This problem is eliminated in mobile diaries, because the app can prevent filling past reports, but as a
result, we observe respondents' non-reporting for the entire day. We found no significant observable covariates (e.g., it does not
correlate significantly with day of week or week of diary), and it is not overly concentrated in a few individuals. It makes sense to
assume the level of pulsing might depend on the context, and therefore, prior to conducting the study, the researcher can (a) pre-
test for pulsing behavior to identify whether it exists for the specific study context, (b) pretest for non-random arrival (e.g.,
checking for day-of-week effects and relationship with types of activity), and (c) adjust design elements to address systematic pat-
terns and reduce the amount of pulsing (e.g., emphasis in instructions, alternative alarms, check-ins, etc., and other suggestions
already contained in the literature, e.g., in Black, Harel, & Matthews, 2012).
9. Discussion

Consumers' behaviors and decision-making processes take place across multiple locations and channels, and reflect subjective
emotions, perceptions, and accumulated experiences. Studying such behaviors and processes could be greatly facilitated using mo-
bile diaries, a tool becoming increasingly popular in many research disciplines, but has not penetrated into scholarly quantitative
marketing research. The goal of this paper is to discuss the potential of mobile diaries for marketing studies, and to test which
respondent reporting concerns are most important to address. We deliver on both goals using a theoretical discussion, and
through the test case of TV audience measurement, comparing reports from mobile diaries to records from the Nielsen People
Meter (NPM).

The main respondent reporting concern we identify relate to single-event concerns (including non-reporting, false reporting,
and wrong reporting), time-related concerns (fatigue and pulsing), and concerns related to heterogeneity across individuals
(sociodemographic differences and smartphone ownership). Our empirical test case implies that for tasks in which respondents
report on their actions, the concerns of non-reporting are driven primarily by not reporting short experiences, not alarming con-
sumers, and pulsing. We found that concerns related to demographics (see Web Appendix C), respondent fatigue, and wrong
reporting are less prevalent.
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Although derived based on our specific setting and data, our findings, described above as well as in Web Appendix C, suggest
guidelines for mobile diary studies that might also be useful in other contexts. These guidelines are summarized in Table 4.

Given these findings, we suggest mobile diaries have the best fit for marketing research related to tasks that have the following
characteristics. First, tasks should relate to a specific context (e.g., grocery shopping, communication of a certain topic). Context
specific tasks reduce the demands on respondents to recognize and report on the activities and, as a result, the concern that con-
sumers not report important activities. Second, the activities should be ones consumers engage in intentionally, and their impor-
tance should not be driven by the duration. Engagement can help to reduce the non-reporting of short activities and the
occurrence of pulsing. Third, diaries should work better with tasks that are not continuous or in brief intermittent periods but hap-
pen during defined times, such as a specific time of the day or right before purchase.

In the introduction we defined four types of individual-level information needs, which can be fulfilled using mobile diaries—
multiple locations, multiple platforms, multiple behaviors and subjective assessments. To wrap up the discussion, we offer some
specific examples in consumer and managerial research, in which those needs might be of importance. We discuss both their po-
tential related to mobile diaries and how the main concerns might or might not shape research in that domain:

1. Dynamic consumer decisions and learning– Mobile diaries can provide variables that in many extant models are typically unob-
served. For example, in learning models, the underlying expectations and experiences are normally unobserved, which requires
stronger assumptions about the nature of learning (Ching, Erdem, & Keane, 2013; Erdem, Keane, Sabri Oncu, & Strebel, 2005).
In dynamic consumer inventory models, that is, models capturing how consumers make purchases over time to stock products
for later usage, the product usage by consumers is typically unobserved and requires assumptions about the consumption rate,
consumption shocks, the inventory consumers keep at home, or inventory costs as they perceive them (Hendel & Nevo, 2006).
In both cases, mobile diaries can provide information on these unobserved variables: in learning studies, consumers can be
asked about their expectations and experiences; in inventory studies, consumers can report usage and the storage room
they have at home, or document actual inventory and consumption. For example, one could design the mobile diary task for
an inventory study to involve taking a picture of the at-home inventory once a week, where a lack of response leads to re-
minders. This simple task easily triggers a response, would likely not face significant pulsing problems given the multiple re-
minders, and would not be linked to the length of an activity.

2. The relative importance of marketing communication mix elements on purchase – Mobile diaries enable a customer to report ex-
posures to different elements of marketing communication: social interactions, advertising, PR, in-store promotions, and events
to which an individual is exposed. While current studies mostly explore the effect of one or a few of these influences at the
Table 4
Main findings and design implications.

Topic Empirical finding Implications

Length of activity Longer activities are better reported. 1. Mobile diaries might not be optimal for capturing short activities.
Pretest to check how effectively short activities are captured in the
specific diary context.
2. The questionnaire should be carefully worded to instruct
respondents to capture important short activities.

Alarms Alarms improve reporting but also generate smaller increases in
false reporting.

1. Alarm regularly during times of day the focal activities are
frequently observed.
2. Allow self-initiated entries to capture activities during
non-alarmed times.
3. Pretest to evaluate how many alarms are feasible without severe
fatigue and drop-out.

Respondent
fatigue

Respondents show high compliance. Many are willing to
voluntarily continue even after a long incentivized period.
Reporting was stable for the incentivized period and decreased
slightly when incentives ended.
Post-incentive volunteers differ demographically and have higher
activity levels than non-volunteers.

1. Long (over 3 weeks) mobile diary studies are feasible, incurring
only minor fatigue.
2. Keep incentivizing for the entire study length to obtain high
participation and representativeness.

Pulsing On some days, respondents do not report at all even though they
have activity.
No systematic pattern was found in who pulses.
Pulsed-off days have shorter activities and less total activity.

1. Pretest to see whether pulsing exists in the specific context,
whether it shows a systematic pattern, and whether it misses
important activities.
2. Match alarming to natural reporting ebb to reduce pulsing.
3. Individual-level data may have missing data at random at the
daily level.

Sociodemographic
differences

Reporting errors are not concentrated in a small number of
individuals. Generally, younger, white, and non-Hispanic
respondents show better reporting.

1. Test whether better prompting and instructions for the groups
with the lower match levels can increase reporting.

Smartphone
ownership

Non-smartphone owners belong more to the youngest and oldest
age groups, and have fewer respondents from ethnic minorities.
Activity levels do not differ between smartphone owners and
non-owners.
Non-smartphone owners have better reporting than smartphone
owners.

1. Non-owners demonstrate high viewing match percentages in
mobile diary tasks.
2. Including non-smartphone owners may not be necessary. Pretest
whether non-smartphone owners differ from owners in reporting.
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same time (Lovett & Staelin, 2016; Stephen & Galak, 2012), and mobile-tracking marketing services (of companies such as
Symphony Advance Media) cover mostly online sources, data from mobile diaries can enable the assessment of the relative in-
fluence of multiple exposure types, including offline ones, on the behaviors of interest. Here, many of the concerns identified in
the TV example might be relevant because many exposures might be short and therefore not reported. Also, they can be af-
fected by pulsing—days in which respondents do not report at all. In this case, to take advantage of the superior breadth of
data the mobile diaries generate, one would need to avoid the potential reporting problems through analysis approaches
that handle missing data and measurement errors.

3. Processes and influences in the personal social network – The structure and information flow of the personal social network of an
individual are important to the formation of beliefs and attitudes (Bond et al., 2012) as well as to purchase (Aral & Walker,
2012a, 2012b). Mobile diaries can augment the existing data, which rely mostly on big data harvested from social networks
(ibid), and document the nature of ties and the flow of conversation topics through these ties. Of special importance are the
offline interactions, which are not captured in available online social network data. Such tasks should be designed carefully
to avoid overload, and the reporting probably needs to be limited to a specific context (e.g. report only social interactions
on certain topics); however, mobile diaries can provide information related to offline word of mouth that is very hard to obtain
otherwise. The design guidelines we suggested based on the TV case, which involves frequent reporting on ongoing actions,
might be especially useful here.

4. Decision context and actual choice sets – In many purchases, the exact choice set the customer faces depends both on the con-
text and decisions of the consumer that are not observed (Ben Akiva and Boccara, 1995). Mobile diary entries can provide such
information. For example, using the phone camera, customers can take photos of the store shelves they are looking at, so the
exact brands, prices, and shelf space become available. This task is especially fit to mobile diaries because it utilizes the features
of the mobile handset (e.g., camera, barcode scanner). Like the inventory approach, limiting the study focus to one category of
purchase and a defined set of retailers will probably be necessary to avoid non-reporting concerns. For example, one could use
location information from the smartphone, so that when one enters a retailer, the study triggers a coupon or offers reward
points for taking a picture of the relevant aisle.

5. Purchase and use of services – A considerable part of individuals' purchases is services (e.g., movies, financial services, restau-
rants; Buera & Kaboski, 2012). Unlike consumer goods, scanner data do not capture the purchase of these services. Mobile di-
aries can provide a fuller picture of purchases and consumption of services through self-reports and receipt scanning via the
phone camera. The mobile diary can also add information such as the time of purchase, location, social setting, weather, and
so on that can further enrich data on the context of the decision. For example, SoundCloud, the online audio distribution plat-
form, uses mobile diaries (through OnDevice market research) to complement its huge body of usage data from its platform, by
asking respondents to report the entire spectrum of their encounters with audio, whether it is radio, a live concert, or a
podcast. Such tasks are a good fit for mobile diary studies, because their context is limited and well defined (consumption
of audio). However, pulsing might be an issue here because, at least for some people, music consumption is frequent and on-
going, and sometimes is a background activity.

6. Customer-firm relationships – Customer satisfaction, loyalty, and defection are influenced by service encounters, available alter-
natives, experiences with other products and brands, and expectations (Boulding, Kalra, Staelin, & Zeithaml, 1993). They take
place over time, and across multiple locations and contexts. Whereas data from the firm CRM system documents the formal
encounters, the other aspects are harder to capture. Mobile diaries can complement existing information by asking respondents
to document service encounters from their perspective, offers and promotions they receive from competitors, their expecta-
tions, and ongoing satisfaction. These relationships evolve over time; therefore, our findings on the feasibility of long mobile
diaries are encouraging. To avoid respondent reporting concerns, the context should be clearly defined (e.g., interactions
with the bank, with the cable provider). Because in many of the cases, the encounters are not frequent and an event-contingent
design is appropriate, one might seek ways to generate context-driven reminders using location or app-usage data.

7. Dynamics of organizational processes – Organizational decision-making is an outcome of a large number of formal as well as in-
formal processes (Pettigrew, 2014). Although this topic is mostly studied through one-time surveys to managers, mobile diaries
can provide more granular and close-to-experience insights. Diary entries from managers across the organization that docu-
ment meetings, conversations, and impressions can complement data on firm actions to provide insights on processes such
as the implementation of innovations, marketing–R&D interactions, organizational buying, or the scope of influence of the
CMO. Here, integrating the diary with other features of the mobile handset, such as the event calendar or the memo app,
can be helpful in providing a richer set of data, and at the same time could offer a source of highly relevant alarm triggers
to complete a report.
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